
“Sudden” reactivity in rescue dogs
Many times students have come to me in despair and told me “I adopted a dog, and the
dog was completely fine with other dogs or humans, and after a few weeks suddenly she
started to be really reactive. What did I do wrong?”

If this has been your experience - you adopted a dog that was reported to be friendly, and
after a while in the new home your dog suddenly was NOT friendly anymore, please know:
This is not your fault. You didn’t do anything bad to cause this. In fact what caused it was
that you gave your dog such a nice, loving home.

I know this sounds a little crazy - let me explain.

We need to understand just how stressful it is for a rescue dog to have their whole life
changed and be either at a kennel or in a foster home. I know that every rescue
organization and every shelter does everything they can to make the dogs in their care feel
as comfortable as possible. But this does not mean that a dog is not under a considerable
amount of stress while there.

If a dog is at a kennel, there probably is a lot of barking and noise for nearly all hours of the
day. They can hear and smell other dogs but not get to them, they usually don’t get to really
leave their kennels a lot (just due to the sheer number of dogs there - volunteers and
shelter workers are often overwhelmed) and there really is no place for the dog to
withdraw from all the sensory input.

In foster homes, it usually is a bit less stressful for dogs - but still stressful. There will most
likely be other dogs, there will be completely new routines, new people, new smells and
sounds and just really a lot to take in.

Now, when dogs are under a lot of sensory input and stress like this, they often somewhat
“shut down” and just function. So they will still perform normal day to day activities, such as
eating, going potty, interacting with shelter volunteers or their foster family - but we do not
really get to see their whole “self”.



If this is hard to imagine, you can compare it to humans who are under a lot of stress and
have to deal with a lot of tasks.
Most people, at some point in their lives, experience a time period like this. Maybe for you
this was while you were working an extremely high-stress job with a lot of deadlines. Or
maybe you were caring for an aging parent. Or you had a baby or a toddler that needed
constant supervision and care.

Think back at such a demanding period in your life and recall how much just the day to day
life depleted your emotional and physical resources. You likely were just functioning and
moving from day to day.
In such times, the amount of other needs and wants and ideas are reduced. So, while you
were caring for that aging parent, you probably did not desperately want to take weekly
cooking classes - you just wanted a break and sleep.
While you were working that high-stress job, you likely were not yearning to run more
marathons - you were plenty busy with just dealing with the workload you had every day.

When most of one’s available energy is put towards just handling the present state, there is
not much left to put towards anything else.
And this is why we usually do not see a rescue dog’s full personality while they are at the
shelter or foster home.
They need so much of their mental resources to function and process everything that
happened and handle their day-to-day life that they don’t show us all that is within them
yet.

Now, when they get adopted into their forever homes, they are often incredibly exhausted.
Sometimes new owners come to me very concerned because their dog is sleeping so much.
In nearly all cases, this is completely normal and the dog does not have any kind of physical
condition - he or she just needs to catch up on a lot of rest and work through the
exhaustion.

This is similar to the new mom who is just so overwhelmed with caring for her baby day
and night, that when a family member visits and takes the baby for a couple hours, she
does not go to the gym or for a run - she just wants to sleep and maybe watch a movie at
home.



Now, we are all resilient creatures and usually recover in time even from periods of intense
stress. So once a dog has been in the new forever home for a few weeks, he finally relaxes
and we start to see parts of his personality that we did not know of before. Unfortunately,
one part like this is often reactivity.

I want to be very clear: This does not mean your dog suddenly became reactive. It means
that your dog’s mind was not entirely occupied with dealing with the current situation
anymore.
He became relaxed enough so that we could see other parts of his personality surface.
Some parts will be really wonderful and lovable - maybe your dog likes to chase the garden
hose or he starts to wake you up with kisses every morning - but there will also be parts
that are not quite as great. And reactivity is often one of them.

We usually see this reactivity surface about 2 to 8 weeks after the adoption. Note that I said
“surface” - this behavior was inside your dog all along. Your dog just had to deal with so
much other stuff that we didn’t see it yet.

What I really want you to take away from this segment is that you did NOT do anything to
make your dog reactive. What you did was exactly the right thing: You gave your dog a
loving home where he could relax and show us the whole range of personality inside him.
Yes, this did also let reactivity surface - but the good news is that we can address this
effectively.

Before I wrap up, I also want to give this to you as a caution when adopting dogs in the
future. The dog that you see at the kennel or foster home is not the whole dog you will get.
It’s sort of a “toned down” version of the dog.

Some owners tell me their dog was very quiet at the kennel and suddenly found his voice at
their home and is actually a very vocal pup who always has something to say. Others tell
me that their dog never jumped up at anyone in the foster family and after a few weeks in
the new home, they had to start training the dog to not relentlessly jump on everyone.

This is all completely normal and expected - but adopting pet parents need to know it.
What you see at the kennel is not exactly what you will get. Just keep that in mind and be
ready to welcome and embrace all the different levels of personality that will come to light
once your dog relaxes and really arrives at the new home after a few weeks.


